Analysis Tools
Web Analysis
•

Web analysis is for analyzing any website. Suppose, you are a
owner of a website “website.com" and you want to analyze one of your
competitor's site. All you have to do is to type a website domain name
and start an analysis.
Terminology
•
Whois Information: Whois information is the basic technical
information like domain name, register or not etc, about a website.
• IP Information: IP information is the info about IP address of the
computer that host the website.
• MozRank / Moz Information: MozRank https://moz.com/ represents a
link popularity score. It reflects the importance of any given web page
on the Internet. Pages earn MozRank by the number and quality of
other pages that link to them. The higher the quality of the incoming
links, the higher the MozRank.
• Malware Scan Information: Malware scan info is the malware scan
results of the files and content of the website by google safe browser &
Norton. In v4.0 we have added a new malware scan tools that scans in
67 different places named VirusTotal.
• Google Backlink: A backlink is any link received by a web node (web
page, directory, website, or top level domain) from another web node.
Google backlink is the count of backlinks found in google search for a
website
• Google Page Rank: Google PageRank (Google PR) is one of the
methods Google uses to determine a page's relevance or importance.
Important pages receive a higher PageRank and are more likely to
appear at the top of the search results. Google PageRank (PR) is a
measure from 0 - 10. Google Pagerank is based on backlinks.
• Social Network Information: Like, share, comment etc social network
activities in Facebook Pinterest, Reddit, Buffer, Xing
• Keyword & Meta Information: A keyword, in the context of search
engine optimization, is a particular word or phrase that describes the
contents of a Web page. Keywords are intended to act as shortcuts that
sum up an entire page.A meta description tag is a snippet of HTML
code in a web page header that summarizes the content that is on the
web page. The meta description is usually placed after the title tag and

•

•

before the meta keywords tag. When optimizing a web page for search
engines (SEO), it is considered a best practice to use meta description
tags.
Search Engine Index: Search engine indexing is the process of a
search engine collecting, parses and stores data for use by the search
engine. The actual search engine index is the place where all the data
the search engine has collected is stored. It is the search engine index
that provides the results for search queries, and pages that are stored
within the search engine index that appear on the search engine results
page. Without a search engine index, the search engine would take
considerable amounts of time and effort each time a search query was
initiated.
Alexa Information: Alexa http://www.alexa.com provide analytical
insights to benchmark, compare and optimize businesses on the web.
We have added this two propular web analytics tool's publicly available
statistics for you acknowledgement :)Analyze website

General Information
Social Network Information

Keyword & Meta Information

Alexa Information:

Social Network Analysis
•

Social network analysis crawls social activities of a website. It
supports bulk website analysis. All you have to do is to click New
Analysis button and put domain names or upload text/csv file and then
click Start Analysis button. It may take some minutes depending nuber
of websites and number of social networks you select. Then finally
when analysis will be finished, you can see the result and can download
In the landing page, you will see list of all previous result you generated
and you can filter the display. You can bulk download them or bulk
delete them whenever you want.

•
New Analysis

Social Analysis Result

Social Network Analysis List

Alexa Rank
•

Alexa (http://www.alexa.com) provide analytical insights to
benchmark, compare and optimize businesses on the web. We have
added it's publicly available statistics for you acknowledgement. This
feature will only show alexa rank info only, detailed data is shown in
Alexa Data. All you have to do is to click New Analysis button and put
domain names or upload text/csv file and then click Analysis button. It
may take some minutes depending number of websites you provide.
Then finally when searching will be finished, you can see the result and
can download. In the landing page, you will see list of all previous result

you generated and you can filter the display. You can bulk download
them or bulk delete them whenever you want.

Alexa Rank Analysis

Alexa Data
•

This feature will grab alexa's full public data set and will show as a
dashboard. All you have to do is to click New button and put domain
names or upload text/csv file and then click Analysis button. It may
take some minutes depending number of websites you provide. Then
finally when searching will be finished, you can see the result and can
download. In the landing page, you will see list of all previous result you
generated and you can filter the display. You can bulk download them or
bulk delete them whenever you want.

Alexa Data

Alexa Data List

Moz Rank
•

MozRank https://moz.com/ represents a link popularity score. It
reflects the importance of any given web page on the Internet. Pages
earn MozRank by the number and quality of other pages that link to
them. The higher the quality of the incoming links, the higher the
MozRank. All you have to do is to click New Analysis button and put
URLs or upload text/csv file and then click Analysis button. It may take
some minutes depending number of URLs you provide. Then finally
when searching will be finished, you can see the result and can
download. In the landing page, you will see list of all previous result you
generated and you can filter the display. You can bulk download them or
bulk delete them whenever you want.
Moz Rank

Moz Rank List

Search Engine Index
•

Search engine indexing is the process of a search engine
collecting, parses and stores data for use by the search engine. The
actual search engine index is the place where all the data the search
engine has collected is stored. It is the search engine index that
provides the results for search queries, and pages that are stored within
the search engine index that appear on the search engine results page.
Without a search engine index, the search engine would take
considerable amounts of time and effort each time a search query was
initiated. All you have to do is to click New Analysis button and put
domain names or upload text/csv file and then click Analysis button. It
may take some minutes depending number of websites you provide.
Then finally when searching will be finished, you can see the result and
can download. In the landing page, you will see list of all previous result
you generated and you can filter the display. You can bulk download
them or bulk delete them whenever you want.

Search Engine Index Result

Whois Search Information
•

Who is information is the basic technical information like domain
name, register or not etc, about a website All you have to do is to click
New Analysis button and put domain names or upload text/csv file and
then click Analysis button. It may take some minutes depending
number of websites you provide. Then finally when searching will be
finished, you can see the result and can download. In the landing page,
you will see list of all previous result you generated and you can filter
the display. You can bulk download them or bulk delete them whenever
you want.

Expired (Auction) Domain
List
•

Years ago, when domain names expired they would drop, or
become available for hand registration by anyone. Whoever was the
quickest to register a dropped domain would be the new registrant. That
is how many of the largest domainers, built their enormous
portfolios.Today, the story is different. Domain name registrars realized
that they could auction expired domain names to the highest bidder and
generate additional revenue. If no one wanted the domain names in an
auction, the domains would then drop and become available for anyone
to register. Much of the time, however, domain names are successfully
auctioned. A domain name that reaches expired status and is not
renewed by the owner will be listed at an auction service. The domain
name does not immediately go into auction, but is immediately listed on
the partnered auction service with an auction scheduled for the near
future. Such a domain name will be exclusive to that specific auction
service. Here, we have listed expired domains with its current page rank
& index that are available for auction. You have to setup a cron job (see
cron job section) for auto sync expired domain data.

DNS Information

Server Information

Link Analyzer
•

Link analyzer is used to analysis available links in any webpage. It
returns linka available on the page ,total external links, total internal
links, total dofolllow links and total nofollow links etc. In the landing
page, you will see list of all previous result you generated and you can
filter the display. You can bulk download them or bulk delete them
whenever you want. To get the list of links, you must have to download.

Link analyzer list

Page Status Check
•

Page Status Check is used to check any url’s status. It checks if
the URL is live or 404 not found and also handels all 56 http responses.
It will give you the page download speed, totaltime , connecting time,
Name LookUp Time. It has bulk checking feature. All you have to do is
to click New Analysis button and put domain names or upload text/csv
file and then click Analysis button. It may take some minutes
depending number of URLs you provide. Then finally when searching
will be finished, you can see the result and can download. In the landing
page, you will see list of all previous result you generated and you can
filter the display. You can bulk download them or bulk delete them
whenever you want.

Page Status Check

Page Status List

My Ip Information
Check your own IP address and your location (latitude, longitude),
organization, Region, City, Postal Code, Country.

Domain IP Information
•

Check any domain's hosting ip address along with ISP, Country,
City, Time Zone, latitude, longitude . It has bulk domains searching
option. All you have to do is to click New Analysis button and put
domain names or upload text/csv file and then click Analysis button. It
may take some minutes depending number of domains you provide
Then finally when searching will be finished, you can see the result and
can download. In the landing page, you will see list of all previous result
you generated and you can filter the display. You can bulk download
them or bulk delete them whenever you want.

Domain IP Information

Domain IP information list

Sites in same ip
•

Most of the website is hosted on shared server. Where one IP
address is pointed to access many website. If you want to see which
websites are hosted on a ip address , then input ip address and and
start searching. There may many website can hosted on shared IP. We
have displayed maximum 100 domains per IP.

Sites in same ip

IPv6 Compatibility Check
•

Check if your website has IPv6 compatibility or not in bulk.

IPv6 Compatibility Check List

Utilities
Email Encoder Decoder
•

•

This form will allow you to encode your e-mail address through
the use of Character Entities (https://www.w3.org/TR/REC-html32) ,
transforming your ascii email address into its equivalent decimal entity.
Simply put your email address (Bulk) , Start Encoding, You will get
encoded email which can be visible original in browser but in html it will
encoded. To prevent from email scraper , this technique is used mostly.
Again decode your encoded email in such a easiest way using
this tool.

Meta tag Generator
•

A META Tag is the hidden text placed in the HEAD section of your
HTML page. META Tags are used by most major search engines to
index websites based on their keywords and descriptions. It is very
important to use META Tags as well as a good TITLE if you expect to
be found in most search engines. However, META Tags are not the only
thing search engines will look at when ranking sites. Some search

•

engines will ignore META Tags completely. Most search engines will
also index your body text.
Our meta tag generator is very simple to use. Just select the
search engine or the social network site. A form will appear. Insert
proper information to fill the form. Provide description of your site or
firm, provide some keywords for search engine to display search result
according to the keywords, give author name, this could be your name
or the firm’s name, provide copyright owner’s name, and provide your
application’s name. Now form fill up is complete. Just click generate to
get your meta tags. You will get a pop up to download a text file, click
download and you will get your desired meta tags.

Plagiarism Check
•

Plagiarism detection is the process of locating instances of
plagiarism within a work or document. The widespread use of
computers and the advent of the Internet has made it easier to
plagiarize the work of others. Most cases of plagiarism are found in
academia, where documents are typically essays or reports. However,

•

plagiarism can be found in virtually any field, including scientific papers,
art designs, and source code.
Our plagiarism checker is very simple. Just enter text from article
that may have been posted on another website. You have also the
option the text file upload that contains your text to check (click browse
select file and hit upload file). The text should be between more than 10
words and less than 500 words. Our checker will split your text into
phrases and search into search engine. Hit start searching. After
checking it will show the result. A pop up window will come. In that
window if your text is found on search result, the respective phrase will
show and a button name text exist will be shown to its right. You can
click the button, it will take you to the website where your text is found.
See it yourself whether your article is plagiarized or not. Otherwise
checker will show the respective phrase and say does not exists.
Checker also show that the percentage of plagiariation. Note that no
plagiariation checker is 100% full proof. So we suggest you not to rely
on any checker totally. Please go to the website link provided by the
plagiarism checker and see it yourself whether your article is plagiarized
or not.

Valid Email Check
•

Valid email checker is a tool to check your emails are valid email
id or not. You can enter directly list of emails into text field or you can

upload a text file which contains the emails. After entering your list or
file upload hit start searching button. The tool will check for valid emails
in both email format and domain name. After checking a pop up window
will come and you can download the valid email list in a csv file by
clicking download.

Duplicate Email Filter
•

Just like valid email checker. It searches for unique email ids from
a list of emails. Enter list of your emails directly or upload a text file
which contains your emails. Hit start searching button. The tool will
search for unique email and provide you option to download a csv file
which contains all the unique emails from your list.

URL Encoder Decoder
•

URL encoder/decoder is tool to encode and decode urls to
encoded string and plain text. Just enter your url list directly into text
field or upload a text file of url list. Hit start searching. After searching is
completed a pop up window will come and you have option to download
your encoded or decodes urls into a csv file.

Robot Code Generator
•

A robot is a simple text files which keeps the list of search engines
that are allowed or disallowed to crawl any website and directories of
that websites that can be or cannot not be crawled by the search
engines. It also contains the time of search delay for the search engine
and xml sitemap link of the website. Our robot code generator is very
simple. By clicking robot code generator menu your will get a form. Fill it
with suitable data. You can allow all search engine to crawl all your
directories of website i.e. full access to your website or full block to your
website or you can customize the crawling of search engine by clicking
specific search robots. Fill the form properly and click save. A pop up
window will come and you will get option to download your robot txt file.
Rename it to robots.txt and save it to your website root directory. Please
ensure proper permission for robots.txt to read by the search engines.

•

Keyword Analyzer is a great tool to analyze of any pages content.
Just enter any url and start analysis. It will give you the title and all meta
tag of the page, Is it block by the robot.txt or blocked by meta-robots,
Total Keyword, All h1,h2,h3,h4,h5,h6 content. Single, 2 phrase, 3
phrase, 4 phrase keywords with number of occurrence, density, spam
possibility.

Keyword Position Analysis
•

Check any keyword in google, bing, yahoo search engine to get
the position of your website in search result. Just put your keyword and
website address , you will get the position in google, bing , yahoo
search engine for your keyword. It also give you all other,website
address which comes at top during search. It check from first 100
search result. Finally when searching will be finished, you can see the
result and can download. In the landing page, you will see list of all
previous result you generated and you can filter the display. You can
bulk download them or bulk delete them whenever you want.

•
Keyword Position Analysis

Keyword position list

Keyword Auto Suggestion
•

All search engine give suggestions when you write your search
text in input field. Here we collect auto suggestion keywords for your
search keyword. You will get auto suggestion keywords of Google,
Bing, Yahoo, Wikipedia and Amazon. It has a flexibility to check all
these search engine or choose yourself. Finally when searching will be
finished, you can see the result and can download. In the landing page,
you will see list of all previous result you generated and you can filter
the display. You can bulk download them or bulk delete them whenever
you want.

Keyword Auto Suggestion

URL Shortener
Bitly URL Shortener
•

All URLs and click analytics are public and can be accessed by
anyone. Shorten, share and track your shortened URLs. XeroSEO has
implemented this awesome tool. You can shorten any URL in bulk and
also can track any Bitly shorten URL. Please visit https://bitly.com/ and
follow this video to get Bitly credentials

Rebrandly URL Shortener
•

All URLs and click analytics are public and can be accessed by
anyone. Shorten, share and track your shortened URLs. XeroSEO has
implemented this awesome tool. You can shorten any URL and also can
track any Rebrandly shorten URL.

Keyword Positioning
Keyword Position Tracking
•

Track the position of a website for prticular keyword everday. This is
similar to "keyword position analysis" except users do not have to
search everytime they need to know the position. Users (admin/others)
will simply set theirs keywords & websites for tracking position once.
System will automatically get positions everyday (see also cron job
section). Please remember that one user can add only three keywords.
Users (admin/others) can see tracking report anytime with date interval
search.

Security Tools
Security Tools
•

Scan any websites’ malware status easily. Check the site is
affected by malware or not. We have applied four most popular
malware scanning sites information. You can check in Google Safe
Browsing, McAfee and Norton. For Google Safe browsing you needs
your own api key. It is described above how to get the api key for
google safe browsing check. All you have to do is to click New Scan
button and put domain names or upload text/csv file and then click
Search button It may take some minutes depending number of
websites you provide. Then finally when searching will be finished, you
can see the result and can download.In the landing page, you will see
list of all previous result you generated and you can filter the display.
You can bulk download them or bulk delete them whenever you want.

VirusTotal
•

VirusTotal tools can scan in 67 different places and give you the
scan report.

Code Minifier
Code Minifier
•

You can now minify any HTML, CSS & JS files using XeroSEO.
Minified HTML,CSS and JS will make your site faster to load. You can
copy html,css,js code or can upload multiple files to minify

Widgets
Widgets
•

You can show your statistics any website you want. It is very easy
with Ranktools to get awesome & colourful widgets. All you have to do
is to select your added domain (added in visitor analysis) and click a
button.

